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	NAME: Rochelle Newman, Professor, Senate Chair, Department Chair
	EMAIL: rnewman1@umd.edu
	PHONE: 5-4226
	UNIT: HESP
	CONSTITUENCY: not applicable
	Description of Change: I would like to see two changes:1)  In order to run for election for CUSF or CUSS, individuals must have prior experience on a Senate committee or as a Senate chair. 2)  One UMCP representative to CUSF and to CUSS will serve ex-officio on the SEC.  This will normally be the point-of-contact, but an alternative representative can be selected by the group of representatives if the point-of-contact cannot attend SEC meetings.
	Description of Issue: First, faculty and staff can be elected to CUSF/CUSS to represent UMCP with limited information about UMCP processes, which limits their effectiveness as a representative.Second, although Senate Chairs serve ex-officio on CUSF, this is a one-way flow of information, and the workload of Senate Chairs can preclude their attendance at these meetings.  A two-way flow of information would better allow for connections between the campus & system levels.
	Suggestion for Implementation: The CUSF & CUSS PofCs will be invited to attend SEC meetings.The Senate already runs elections for CUSF & CUSS, and thus could limit participation in elections to those with Senate committee experience.
	Additional Information: In talking to other BTAA Senate Chairs, several universities (e.g., Rutgers) have system faculty senates rather than individual campus ones, so these issues would not apply to them; others have systems, but the relationships between system and campus level governance are very different.  So I'm not sure that talking to BTAA peers would be helpful here - really, the primary issue is whether this would assist in communication and effectiveness of UMCP governance.I did speak to Will Reed, as Chair of PORC, and he did not think this kind of change would pose problems for the ongoing PORC.
	Proposal Title: Proposal to increase CUSF/CUSS/Senate connections
	submitted on: 12/14/2022


